Learning Log
Year 2 – The lady with the lamp - continued
Activities chosen from the Learning Log should be recorded inside their homework
books. Choose two activities each week from any box. Make sure that at the end of
the term you have chosen a Literacy/ Maths and an ‘other’ activity. This is in
addition to reading and spelling

Literacy Activities
•

•

•

•

Write a recount about something fun you
did at the weekend or a trip/ holiday that
you have been on. Include time words (first,
next, after that, then, finally) and
connectives (but, so, because, and)
Make a fact book about your favourite 5
animals. Include a title, sub-headings (what
they eat/ where they live (habitat)/ what
they look like) for each. Share this with the
class. Try to research some animals that
people may not know about!!!
Use the ‘creative writing’ sheet to design a
NEW species of animal. Write a description
of this animal and give it an interesting
name!
Imagine you are Florence Nightingale and
you have just arrived at the hospital in
Turkey. Write a letter home to your parents
to tell them about how dirty the hospital is,
what it looks like, what you are doing to
clean the hospital and improve the
conditions.

Creative Curriculum

Mathematics Activities
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Look around your home and count how
many different 3D shapes you can find.
List 10 different objects and their shape
(eg, television – cuboid)
Create a symmetrical picture or pattern.
Challenge- You could look at
animals/insects that might have
symmetrical patterns
Use 2D shapes to create different
repeating patterns.
Practise your number bonds to 10, 20,
50 and 100
Imagine you’re in a shop. Write 3 words
problems using pounds and pence
Complete the weekly MyMath activity

Write the names of the 7 continents and
5 oceans of the world. Locate these on a
map.
• Sing the continents and oceans song.
Learn this until you are confident and
then sing it to your class:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxQ0
WLlDxvU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUS2
Kjzzd9s
• Find out about a place that Florence
visited during her lifetime.
Why was she there? What did she do there?
• Choose 5 different animals and write
about their different ‘habitat’. Why do
they live there? How is their body
adapted to live there?
E.g. Camel – desert
• Write a list of as many things you can
think of that are living/ dead and
things that have never been alive.

